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TYPE I PROGRESS REPORT
For Period Ending
4/16/73
A. A study to explore the use of orbital remote sensing to determine native
arid plant distribution. MMC #250
B. GSFC # UN 613
C. Problems: None
D. Accomplishments during the reporting period:
U in, 1.. Yuma - Quartzsite area ground truth survey
Ground truth data for the Yuma - Quartzsite area were obtained
on March 24-March 26, 1973. Observations were made on the distri-
bution of the major perennial species and on the distribution of spring
annuals. Extensive use was made of 35 mm color and color infrared
photography, taken from the ground and from a low platform. Frames
of 9.5 in. color infrared photography of NASA/ARC Flight 73-016 were
t n us > also used extensively in the field. The aircraft photographs were con-
m( )6o| suited to determine whether ground truth sites were located in repre-
Hu 0 0z;~ ;4 ¢ z sentative areas. Preliminary analysis of ERTS imagery, high-altitude
Al O0 t photography and ground truth data suggests that large areas of "desert
E-4c U X pavement" in the area may be mappable on ERTS imagery.
2. Determination of spectral signatures from ERTS data and ground
l- *4 > Jo truth measurements
iH, m U Plans for obtaining the necessary radiometric and densitometric
X: l u) ¢ X data for this procedure are being made. A dark calibration area was
* ,4m m" *~ 3 | located on ERTS imagery, checked on high-altitude aircraft photography
1~ r EF r (ERAP Mission 101) and on the ground. The area appears to be suitable
C) o a - for a dark calibration area using the method for determining spectral
W, p4 0 signatures from ERTS data which was described in the Type II Progress
a v O Report for the period ending 2/16/73.
E
i
- $W E 3. Avra Valley ground truth sites
; lC HE. $ . Radiometric data were obtained at eight Avra Valley ground truth
r-- p> aw d c: sites using an Exotech ERTS Radiometer provided by the Office of Arid
Lands Studies. This instrument was purchased by EROS for use in the
Arizona Regional Ecological Test Site. Measurements of reflected rad-
iation were obtained for the same scenes which have been photographed
repeatedly over the last several months, and measurements of incoming
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radiation were made so that the radiance values could be converted to
reflectance. A complete set of 35 mm color and color infrared photo-
graphs were taken for the test area.
Accomplishments Planned:
1. Photography and radiometry at the Avra Valley ground truth
sites will be continued. The use of a light plane for obtaining ground
truth imagery of the arboreal and shrub communities will be explored,
since it is sometimes difficult to obtain useful ground truth imagery
of these communities from a low platform.
2. We will continue to analyze Yuma - Quartzsite area ERTS
imagery, using recently acquired ground truth data and high-altitude
photography as aids in interpretation.
3. Plans and arrangements for obtaining radiometric and den-
sitometric data on two calibration sites in the Tucson area will be
made. Such data will be used to determine a correction factor which
would convert radiance values on an ERTS image to reflectance values
(as described in Type II Progress Report for period ending 2/16/73).
E. Significant Results: None
F. Publication and Reports: None
G. Recommendations: None
H. Changes in Standing Order Forms:
4/14/74 - Addition
(1 copy attached)
I. ERTS Image Descriptor Forms: see attached form
J. Data Request Forms: None
K. Other Information: None
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ERTS IMAGE DESCRIPTOR FORM
(See Instructions on Back)
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR
GSFC
William G. McGinnies
UN 613
ORGANIZATION Office of Arid Lands Studies. University of Arizona
PRODUCT ID FREQUENTLY USED DESCRIPTORS*
(INCLUDE BAND AND PRODUCT) De .[ujrt Rajada L a- DESCRIPTORS
1069-17441-5 X X X Dunes, Creosote Bush
1069-17441-7
FOR DESCRIPTORS WHICH WILL OCCUR FREQUENTLY, WRITE THE DESCRIPTOR TERMS IN THESE
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ID LINES. (FOR OTHER DESCRIPTORS, WRITE THE TERM UNDER THE DESCRIPTORS COLUMN).
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